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Letting things be 

“From time to time, Catalan good sense closes its eyes and lets things be." Pilar Parcerisas has 

taken this sentence by Nicolau M. Rubió i Tudurí as the dedication for the exhibition Illuminations. 

Visionary Catalonia. Without wishing to simplify the belief that Catalan culture unfolds according to this 

particular dialectic between the order of common sense and its momentary suspension, it is evident 

that in a country with an innate proclivity for self-control, there have been many times when we have 

slackened the reins. Retrieving these periods contributes to the ever-noble cause of expanding the 

frontiers of the possible. And putting on record the wealth of a certain geography of sensitivity. 

 

From the very outset, the main appeal of Pilar Parcerisas’ proposal lay in this idea of drawing up 

another list of Catalan culture. It was a question of reassessing those creators – in the broadest sense of 

the word: the arts and knowledge – who let themselves be carried away by the impulses of utopia, of 

mysticism, of impulsiveness, of radicalism, of anarchy, of the reason that climbs the trees of received 

ideas which often prevent us from seeing the wood. In other words, all the experiences which are called 

to order when good sense awakens from its transitory mental absence and a certain naturalness once 

again prevails on this land. Experiences that have often been relegated to the background when 

normality has been awake too long. 

 

With the Benjaminesque title Illuminations, Pilar Parcerisas gives us an insight into some basic 

questions: that it is possible to trace a story of involvement and relationships over these unique figures: 

a story which transcends the strictly Catalan sphere. And that, at the same time, each of these figures 

describes their own particular imaginary, in which it is hard to talk in scholastic and continuistic terms. 

 

While the noucentistes codified, the “enlightened” cracked codes. What is art if not a permanent 

exercise in the destruction and creation of linguistic codes and guiding principles which allows us to 

render more penetrating our gaze at things, at the world and ourselves? In an often contradictory way, 

the “enlightened” put clichés to one side and open the doors to new forms of modernity. This is why 

their provincial impulsiveness, as we would say in Pascalian terms, has the effect of a cosmopolitan 

expansion. It forges links with other cultures, as well as between generations, which are often quite 

remote. And it generates codes that are part of the universal history of creation, because, more than 

anybody, it is the artist who is able to create something from nothing. Finally, there is only one culture 

and it is the heritage of the entire world. 

 

Llull’s imprint still resonates in an exhibition which Pilar Parcerisas has understood as a three-

dimensional poem. A poem written with luxury materials: the foremost works of Catalan impulsiveness. 

Because Pilar, imbued as she is with an indomitable spirit, wishes the exhibition to be an exercise in 

creation too. After all, we wouldn’t want our “enlightened ones” to feel they were hostages to order. 

The order of good sense, of course. 


